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4 Answers 4 I am not familiar with the CD70; however, I am familiar with the DVD90 and in my experience, you must buy a specific DVD90 Navi Software Language disc
set (with UK English and Norwegian versions), or, more likely, the CD70 Navi with Polish and Italian versions. The reason is that the DVD90 Navi and CD70 Navi Navis are

different: one has the UK English and Italian versions, and one has the Polish and Italian versions. I was surprised to find that neither of these are bundled together. I am
assuming that the CD70 has the Polish and Italian versions. If you cannot find these, you may have to manually download the Polish/Italian version Navi disc set (they are

bundled together). I would be happy to buy this if you could. I found these discs in the following places - in England, as I live in the UK: some parts stores (I believe I had to
show my passport to get the UK English discs) Autogeeks (although the disc I bought online was more expensive than the part store price) which had the discs in the car, but
when I went to get one, they were out of stock, and the staff said I would have to wait to get one sent from their UK warehouse. Amazon UK has them for £9.99 (and a lower
price for UK English versions in Northern Ireland). I went through every single dealer in my area, and was unable to find any copies of the discs anywhere in my area. Note
that Autogeeks has an online catalogue of cars, parts, etc. that they can access, so if you want a particular disc or part, you can check there. OEM CD70 DISC is "OMV" in

English, Japanese and Korean language. For regional menus are sold separately (I have MTF CD70/DVD90 that has menu in three languages). This disc should be in your car.
OEM CD70 DVD90 NAVI DISC "Cerberus" (or "Chery") is "Vauxhall" in Polish language and "Opel" in Italian language. For additional regional menus, they are also sold

separately (I have the DVD90 that has regional menus in Polish and Italian). If you don't have the correct discs, please search on Google for "Vauxhall CD70 DVD90 (Polish

View Profile View Forum Posts Private Message View Blog Entries Kia ora. I have a 2006 Car and I also have a CD70 map. Where can I get a good language disc for my
cd70? I got the one that came with my car but it is not English, it is Polish.I just want the language disc. I will be using the disc when I travel overseas, I have already got it.
Thanks. Default CD70 Language disc. View Profile View Forum Posts Private Message View Blog Entries 02/07/2006 Its just not an option. It is a bit of a pain that it is in
polish. I have had the same problem in the past, a mod would appear and change it to english.I have also bought a system and the default language is English. The reason for

asking is because my Nav system is a factory fitted on my car. If anyone knows of a good language disc to purchase. Please reply Your source is used to full. It is a vanilla disc.
06/12/2012 A CD70 Language Disc for Car and Bus in English. 06/12/2012 for Car and Bus in English. Thanks! 08/12/2012 Hi. I currently have a 2007 Kia Vectra 3.0. I

currently have a 2006 Kia Vectra 3.0. I've come across a CD70 Language disc in my stereo for Car and Bus in English but I think it's sold out. I was wondering if anyone could
help me locate another disc? Thanks in advance, I hope you can help. I believe the Kia Vectra 3.0 has a DVD map. it is a DVD with maps for car and bus. 08/12/2012 DVD

for Car and Bus in English. You have a brand new disc. I am sorry it's not in english but my understanding is that for your model,it's a factory installed disc View Profile View
Forum Posts Private Message View Blog Entries Oct 25, 2017 2006.07. My Vectra3 has that disc and it does not work with the CD70 system. 2007.08. Hi, I have a 2006 Kia

Vectra 3.0 and I have an unopened 2006 language disc for it. It is a genuine disc. The problem is that . View Profile 4bc0debe42
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